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Spotlight on Occupational Education:
Personal Finance returns; New Emerging Technology Course Offered
Grace D’Ambrosio
Staff Writer
Every year New Hartford Senior High School tries to make
the available classes fun and interesting for students. Two classes
have been added to the lineup at the senior high this year:
Personal Finance and Emerging Technology.
Personal Finance returns to the high school, this time being
taught by Mr. Goodelle, a business teacher here at the high school.
According to Goodelle the class was created to “...ensure that all
students leaving high school would have a sound education
regarding financial literacy.” As a student you will learn life skills
such as budgeting, financial planning, investing, leasing, etc.
There are no prerequisites to Personal Finance so it is
available to all grade levels, though juniors and seniors are given
preference when scheduling. This particular class is semestered
and worth 1.0 credit. The course also offers dual credit with
Mohawk Valley Community College. Mr. Goodelle teaches this
class in room 163 Block four this semester and Blocks 1 and 2 next
semester.
Personal Finance will set the stage for students to enter
college majoring in finance or other related fields. Even if you are
not interested in finance as a career, as a Personal Finance student

you would be taught skills that will of benefit to you throughout
your lifetime. We all make financial decisions every day. It would
no doubt be in all our benefits to understand the choices we are
making.
The other new class this year is Emerging Technology. This
course, created by Mr. Amante, will give students the opportunity
to explore the new cutting-edge technologies of our future.
Students enrolled in this course will be hearing from many guest

Continued on Page 2
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New Classes, Continued from Previous Page
speakers who are involved in technological businesses in our area. The class will also be taking many field trips in order to see these
technologies in person.
Every week new topics will be explored such as, drones, simulation technologies, the evolution of smart technology, driverless cars,
etc. The class is worth 0.5 credits and is taught on alternate days for half the year. There are no prerequisites to this course so it is open
for all students starting next semester.
Mr. Amante will also be teaching what skills and type of education you would need to pursue these fields after high school. This
class provides a better understanding of how innovations in technology will affect our future. Technology is, without a doubt, a major
part of the coming years, and this class would provide valuable insights into what's to come.
“Every day in the class will be something new to do and see,” Mr. Amante says.
To sign up for either of these courses see your guidance counselor and ask him or her to add it into your schedule.

“Every day in the
class will be
something new to
do and see.”
- Mr Amante

“...educating
yourself about
money and personal
finances will last
you a lifetime.”
- Mr. Goodelle
All pictures taken from
newhartfordschools.org
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NEWS
Sophomores
The beginning of the high school journey
Joshua Farmer
Staff Writer
Screams as loud as a siren, smiles bright like the sun, the big
step from preschool to kindergarten has begun. Still thrilled by their
first school bus ride they enter Bradley Elementary full of
excitement, while just down the hall a sense of uncertainty replaces
excitement as new sophomores enter the high school for the first
time. Seeing the upperclassmen is definitely nerve-racking, but this
first day is the beginning of an amazing three year journey.
The graduating class of 2020 is filled with skilled musicians,
talented actors and top notch athletes. For any class, the transition
from the junior high to the high school can be difficult. The
workload can be a lot more than what they were used to and there
is a lot more independence.
The biggest difference sophomores encounter would have to be
the block scheduling. The move from 39 minute periods to full 80
minute periods will test the sophomore’s concentration and test
taking skills.
Current sophomore Kira Corasanti is actually a fan of the
block scheduling and is enjoying her time so far in the high school.
She enjoys her classes with older students.
“ I love being one of the only sophomores in my Chemistry
class,” Kira says.
Kira is also a history enthusiast and loves AP Euro so far.
“Mr. Walters is very funny and energetic and the examples he
uses really help me understand the topic,” Kira says.
Advanced Placement (AP) classes are college level classes that
students are able to earn college credit if they do well enough on
the AP exam which is taken in May.
The high school offers many new clubs that the sophomores
can enjoy like Communications Club, Mock Trial, and Leadership
Core just to name a few. Kira has found several clubs that she’s
interested in.
“I want to try Key Club, Spartan to Spartan, and Ecology
Club. It will be fun to participate in clubs with some of my
upperclassmen friends,” Kira says.
Key Club puts on the annual blood drive at our school and
coordinates the Halloween carnival as well. The Key Club advisor
is Mr. McAvaney.

Sophomores Brianna Wheelock and Kira Corasanti on the
first day of school. Photo submitted by Kira Coransanti.
Spartan to Spartan “provides members who may not otherwise
have social opportunities, the time, structure and activities to
engage in positive social interaction with peers,” according to the
student handbook. Spartan to Spartan’s advisor is Ms. Zupan.
Ecology Club’s advisor is Mr. McNair and this club participates
in outdoor activities including hiking and whitewater rafting.
Like most sophomores Kira’s favorite part of the high school
thus far is open campus lunch and the use of cell phones.
“I love to have the freedom to use my phone in study hall and
when it’s nice outside, I really enjoy the weather while eating lunch
with my friends.”
Ryan Brooks, a current senior, remembers fondly what it first
felt like when he was a sophomore.
“It was a mixture between anticipation and anxiousness,” Ryan
remembers. “However these feelings go away pretty quickly as you
become more comfortable and confident.”
Ryan participates in cross country, indoor track, and baseball.
He is also a part of honor society and mock trial. Ryan loves having

Sophomores continued on next page
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Sophomores continued from previous page
study hall and gym with the sophomores. This year is extremely special because his younger sister is in the high school as well. He
encourages the sophomores to go out to different places to eat like Sammy’s Cafe or Daylight Donuts which he says serves some quality
coffee.
Many inspiring junior high teachers had great things to say about the class of 2020 and hope they do great things in the future.
“They were mature, respectful, enthusiastic. A very special group of kids. They have a very bright future,”Mr. Bovi, a physical
education teacher at Perry says about the class of 2020.
English 9 teacher Ms. Thormahlen agrees saying, “They are confident in expressing their thoughts and opinions. I hope they continue
to have a voice on worldly and social issues. I miss them a lot.”

“They

are confident in expressing
their thoughts and opinions. I hope
they continue to have a voice on
wordly and social issues. I miss
them a lot”-Ms. Thormahlen
“They were mature, respectful,
enthusiastic. A very special group
of kids. They have a very bright
future.”- Mr.Bovi

Senior Ryan Brooks with Sophomore
friend Jason Green. Photo submitted
by Ryan Brooks.
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Catching Up With The Clubs!
Yearbook Club
Maggie Stephens
Staff Editor
Getting a yearbook is something a lot of students really look
When it comes to making yearbooks, it’s heavily student run.
forward to. Picking out pictures of themselves and friends, finding
Their first meeting of this school year, Monday, September 25, was
sport teams and clubs they’re involved in, looking at senior pictures
to choose their book cover. Later on, they begin on the actual
and quotes, and getting signatures from
contents of the book.
teachers and friends. But, it takes a lot
“We work with a company called
of time and effort to get the yearbooks
Jostens,” said Ms. Sullivan, “They
made. Time and effort put in by the
make a lot of schools yearbooks (and
Yearbook Club.
also do class rings, caps and gowns,
Ms. Sullivan, an art teacher here
and graduation announcements).
at New Hartford Senior High School,
They have an online yearbook
is in charge of the Yearbook Club and
program which we use. We design the
has been since the 2011-2012 school
layout of the book on there, and also
year.
upload any picture to the program.”
“The club was a great way to
To make the 192 pages less
New Hartford Spartans enjoying the
meet new students,” said Ms. Sullivan
daunting on members to create, the
game! Picture taken from New Hartford
The club, which includes sophomores,
yearbook is divided into parts.
Spartans Yearbook Instagram.
juniors, and seniors, meets most
“We submit the book in chunks
Mondays during lunch. The group
of 48 pages, so the first 48 pages are
attends many events within the school
due in December, the next in January,
throughout the year, taking lots of pictures along the way. These
February and the last in March,” said Ms. Sullivan. The yearbooks
events include, sports games, school dances (formal, prom, senior
are finished by the first week of June and given out to students.
ball), masque shows, spirit week, pep rally, marching band
The Yearbook Club even has an instagram! Be sure to go and
performances, club events, and senior photos.
follow them @newhartfordspartansyearbook.

New Hartford Spartans Football Team. Picture taken
from New Hartford Spartans Yearbook Instagram.

New Hartford Girls Swim Team. Picture taken
from New Hartford Spartans Yearbook Instagram.
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Hurricane Irma
New Hartford’s Perspective
Ayla Schnier
Staff Writer
Here are the numbers. Hurricane Irma has caused at least
22 deaths in the United States and 37 in the Caribbean,
according to ABC News. Over 5 million US citizens lost power,
and thousands around the world have lost homes. 95% of
Barbuda’s infrastructure has been wiped out, and all 1,800 of
Hurricane Irma tears through the Caribbean, heading for Florida. Photo taken by NASA.
its citizens have been relocated to Antigua.
But who are the faces behind this destruction?
With severe worries such as these, as well as mandates and
Let’s look at stories from those who have connections to New
encouragements from the government, thousands scrambled to
Hartford.
make evacuation plans. But expensive gas and plane tickets drove
Jordan McLean, a participant in the Leaders For Life summer
many to stay closer to home.
camp at Hamilton College, lives in Orlando, Florida. In the days
“[Zach] chose to stay with his girlfriend because gas was
prior to Hurricane Irma’s landfall in Florida, she worried that the
expensive,” said Kim.
storm would devastate her house.
“When I first heard about [Irma], I looked up flights to New
“My house didn't have any hurricane shutters or plywood, so
York. But some were $1600, so i just decided to stay,” said Jordan.
my biggest concern was our windows blowing in and then the
“But then Saturday, my mom and I went over to the other coast
whole house concaving,” said Jordan. “I packed all my valuables
because we knew it wouldn't be as bad.”
expecting the worst.”
“The traffic actually wasn’t bad; there were very few cars on
Kimberly Fountain, senior at New Hartford High School,
the road,” Jordan continued. “But my mom [had to bribe] the lawn
reported on Zachary Zapolnik, her friend from Miami.
people at our hotel to put about a quarter of a tank [of gas] into
“He was concerned that his roof would fall off and his dogs
our car.”
would get away and blow away in the rain,” said Kim.
Some people were unable to evacuate, while others chose to
stay. Jessica Taylor, a graduate of New Hartford High School’s class
of 2017, reported that her Aunt Sue was visiting family in Fort
Myers when the hurricane struck.
“She ended up not leaving Fort Myers because she didn’t want
to leave my uncle's family there,” Jess said.
Jess’s aunt stayed in her stepdaughter’s house made of concrete
with hurricane shutters. Anticipating a power outage, she charged
her phone the day before the hurricane so she could text her family
with updates.
Sue and her family took shelter in a closet inside the house
during the storm. Despite the roads being flooded with over two
feet of water and one of the hurricane shutters getting ripped off
the house, everyone was safe.
Cars lined up for gas in anticipation of Hurricane Irma. Photo from ABC News.

Continued on next page...
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Irma, continued from previous page

So what is the lasting damage in Florida? The most prevalent
damage seems to be knocked-down trees and power outages.
Kira Corasanti, a junior at New Hartford High School,
Furthermore, dozens of schools have closed and are unable to
reported that her grandfather was vacationing in St. Thomas with
reopen until all schools within their respective counties regain
his friend. They were in their hotel playing cards when Hurricane
power.
Irma struck.
“Lots of my friends don’t [have power still],” said Jordan.
“They saw the wind and the rain blowing the trees, and so he
“Gas is still super sparse. Most people I know are waiting in two
took his friend and they went into the
hour lines for it still.”
bathroom and they got into the bathtub,”
“She ended up not leaving Hurricane Irma was projected to
said Kira. “The windows shattered in
devastate Puerto Rico and Florida. For
their room and the whole roof came off.”
Fort Myers because she
most people living in these areas, the
The two stayed in the bathroom for
hurricane was tame compared to their
four hours until someone found them and didn’t want to leave my
expectations.
took them to a new hotel. Kira’s uncle
uncle's family there,”
“Zach said that the scary part was the
and his friend came out unharmed. Now,
~Jessica Taylor power turning off and the tree falling
they needed a way to get home, but so did
down in front of his house, but otherwise
thousands. Kira’s uncle and his friend
he was fine,” Kim laughed. “He sat on
were stranded in Florida for five days
his couch and drank coffee while watching everything go to
until Delta Airlines made an unexpected arrival.
turmoil outside his house.”
“Delta Airlines was bringing in food and supplies to people
“It wasn’t too bad. It was only about a Category 3 when it hit
who needed it, and they could fit 150 people on their plane back
us,” said Jordan.
to Florida,” Kira explained. “And so my grandpa and his friends
“We were told that because of the category, it would do
somehow got onto the flight and made it out okay.”
damage. Especially to us because I live in front of the beach,” said
Claudia, a Leaders For Life CIT who lives in Puerto Rico. “But
then from Category 5 it went to Category 2, so everything calmed
itself.”
“There are people who were actually affected by Irma and
then there were my friends [from Orlando] who literally just
partied,” said William Eisenhut, senior at New Hartford High
School. “They had a good time and went to Disney the other
day.”
Hurricane Irma’s wake stretched to a large portion of the
Western Hemisphere, engulfing nearly all of the Caribbean and
crashing ferociously on the southeastern coast of the United
States. While the millions living here were all touched by the same
storm, their experiences and struggles were varied. The damage
in many regions will last long after Irma calms itself.

The hotel where Kira Corasanti’s grandpa stayed was devastated
by Irma. Photo submitted by Kira Corasanti.

“They saw the wind and the rain
blowing the trees... The windows
shattered in their room and the whole
roof came off.”
~Kira Corasanti
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The Democrats are hoping that the parties can come up with a
compromise.
“We hope we can move forward and improve health care, not
engage in another battle to take it away from people, because they
America Today
will fail once again if they try,” Democratic leader Senator Chuck
Schumer of New York, told the New York Times.
Alexis Manore
“The health care[bill] would have been a disaster to our
country; it doesn’t cover women’s needs and would have left
After weeks of controversy and argument, the Republicans in
millions of people with pre-existing conditions uncovered,” Laurel
the Senate have abandoned the Graham-Cassidy Bill, the latest
Frisbee, a senior at New Hartford said.
attempt to repeal the Affordable Care Act.
Those in support of the Graham-Cassidy bill are disappointed,
Senators Lindsey Graham of South Carolina and Bill Cassidy
but
hopeful
that they will find a way to repeal the Affordable Care
of Louisiana drafted the bill,
Act.
which proposed the
“At some point there will
elimination or replacement of
be a repeal and replace,
multiple aspects of
but we’ll see whether or
Obamacare.
not that point is now or
The changes that the
will it be shortly thereafter,
Graham-Cassidy Bill would
but we are disappointed in
have made include the
certain so-called
elimination of Medicaid
Republicans.” President
expansion, cost-sharing
Trump said at the White
subsidies, tax credits, and the
House.
individual and employer
Senator Lindsey Graham,
mandate. It would have
a co-writer of the bill, told
turned Medicaid into a
Sens. Lindsey Graham,John Barrasso, Bill Cassidy, John Cornyn and Mitch McConnell talk to reporters
Politico,
“I think we have an
capped program, repealed the Photo taken by John Stinkle/POLITICO
idea that people can rally
medical device tax, allowed
around,” Graham said.
states to apply for waivers to change what qualifies as an essential
“We
now
have
an
idea
that
I
think
Republicans
understand, that
health benefit. It also would have let insurers change premiums
the average person can understand.”
based on age, and would allow individuals and families to

Graham-Cassidy Bill
Abandoned by Senate

contribute more than $3,400 and $6,750 to their health savings
account and let health savings accounts to be used to pay insurance
premiums.
“This is a massive change in health care spending. The
Graham-Cassidy bill would shift all of that money and all of those
things and shift it all to states, $1.4 trillion worth,” Lisa Desjardins,
the lead correspondent and political director for PBS.
The Republicans in the Senate have officially abandoned the
bill after the party was split--some in opposition of the bill, and
others in support of it--and could not obtain the 50 votes needed to
pass the bill.
“If you don’t have the votes, I don’t see why we would waste
the time of the Senate,” Senator Orrin G. Hatch, Republican of
Utah and the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, told the
New York Times.

Sen. Chuck Schumer protests the Graham-Cassidy Bill
Photo from The Washington Times
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Heroin Sparks Most Recent Epidemic in U.S.
Popularity of Opioids continues to soar and adolescents are most susceptible to addiction
Keelin Paquette, Staff Writer

“Many teens think they won’t end up

Heroin. Most of us know that it’s a drug we should never
becoming addicted, but once the substances have
touch, but do we know the reasons why? Prevalent in the ‘40s and
‘50s, heroin’s popularity has resurfaced and has sparked the most
caused changes in body, mind, and behavior, it’s
recent drug epidemic to occur in the U.S.. In 1980, there were less
too late.” -Ms. McKeon, nurse practioner
than 10,000 drug overdose deaths in the United States. By 2016,
that number exceeded 59,000. Research suggests that number will
Because of behaviors that are developmentally normal, such as
be even higher in 2017. With the drastic rise in number of deaths,
risk taking and heightened sensitivity to peer pressure, adolescents
drug overdose is now the leading cause of death for people under
are more likely to experiment with drugs. Some of the most
the age of fifty in the US, according to The New York Times.
common reasons for abusing drugs are experience of pleasure,
Heroin is an opioid drug, we know that, but do we actually
altered mental states, improved performance, and an attempt to
know where it comes from? “It comes from the Opium Poppy, an
self-medicate a mental disorder.
Asian flower. Heroin is actually the thick white sap, called latex,
“It’s sad. The teenage brain is still developing, making middle
that comes from the seeds of the Opium Poppy,” Investigator
schoolers and high schoolers more susceptible to addiction. Many
Paquette explains.
teens think they won’t end up becoming addicted, but once the
The scientific name of this plant is Paparer Somniferum, and
substances have caused changes in body, mind, and behavior, it’s
the vast majority of heroin comes from these plants grown in
too late,” McKeon says, shaking her head. “I once worked with a
Afghanistan. Besides alcohol, opium is the oldest addictive
young patient who didn’t realize how bad his addiction got and
substance in the world. It is even used in some countries medically,
how much his family suffered because of it, until one day, he
to relieve pain.
dropped a paper bag and out spilled a bunch of needles. The
“It’s getting even more serious now because it is being mixed
following day, he found himself locked outside his house and his
with Fentanyl” says Paquette. “Many people think they are just
brother had to tell him that his mother no longer wanted him
using pure Heroin, but they could be using a substance that has
home.”
little to no Heroin and is mostly Fentanyl.”
Many teens think that as young adults, they are highly capable
Fentanyl in many ways is like morphine, despite the startling
of handling their own problems, but McKeon urges, “Ask for help.
fact that Fentanyl is 50 to 100 times more powerful. In hospitals,
This problem is too big for any adult to take on by themselves.”
Fentanyl is used to produce anesthesia.
Both treatment and prevention are important to
As far as who can become addicted, “Anyone! It’s currently
addressing the epidemic according to German Lopez from Vox:
being used by people of all different ages and social statuses, both
“On one hand, you have the current stock of opioid users who are
the rich and poor,” Paquette answers. “And it’s very easy to get and
addicted; the people in this population need treatment or they will
it’s cheap compared to prescription drugs.”
simply find other, potentially deadlier opioids to use if
“I don’t think teens realize how
important it is to stay away from these
they lose access to painkillers. On the other hand, you
drugs in the first place,” says Elizabeth
have to stop new generations of potential drug users
McKeon, a nurse practitioner. “There’s
from accessing and misusing opioids.
many people who can use these drugs
“Students can call addiction hotline numbers which
time and time again and will never
are set up by the state,” says Paquette. “They can also
become addicted, but there’s also a lot
contact their local treatment center. A well known
of other people who can become
Heroin is being mixed with Fentanyl. http://
treatment center in Utica is the Insight House.”
addicted after just one or two uses.
www.cnn.com/2016/08/24/health/elephantEveryone reacts differently to opioids.”
tranquilizer-carfentanil-heroin/
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Helicopters rained down fire on civilians, and front-line troops
prevented them from escaping.
At least 214 villages have been “almost completely
destroyed,” according to Human Rights Watch. Journalists have
limited access to Rakhine, but satellites show that at least 214
villages have been “almost completely destroyed” by
“The Most Persecuted Minority In The
incineration. The United Nations has labelled these attacks a
World”
“textbook example of ethnic cleansing.”
“There are no more villages left, none at all,” said Rashed
Ayla Schnier
Ahmed, a 46-year-old farmer from a hamlet in Maungdaw
Township in Myanmar. “There are no more people left, either,”
Millions of Rohingya Muslims have fled Myanmar in the
he said. “It is all gone.”
wake of ongoing attacks led by Burmese
Meanwhile, Myanmar is denying
military.
accusations that the Rohingya are being
The Rohingya are an ethnic group of
persecuted. Aung San Suu Kyi, de-facto
1.1 million Muslims who are widely
leader of Myanmar, has called Rohingya
referred to as “the most persecuted group
insurgents “terrorists” and insists that the
in the world.” Most of Myanmar’s
international media is spreading “a huge
Rohingya have lived in the west coast state
iceberg of misinformation” about the
of Rakhine for generations, but the
crisis. Her office has claimed that the
government claims that they are Bengalis
Satellite image of a Rohingya village burning. Photo from
Rohingya
set fire to their own homes in
who immigrated illegally from Bangladesh
The Independent BD.
order to provoke outcry.
to Myanmar. The Rohingya have been
Hau Do Suan, UN ambassador of
denied citizenship in Myanmar since
Myanmar, also claims that there is no genocide taking place in
1982, and as a result, most Rohingya have no access to
Myanmar.
healthcare or education.
“There is no ethnic cleansing. There is no genocide,” he
On August 25th, the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army
said. “The leaders of Myanmar, who have long been striving
(ARSA) retaliated against the government and launched a
for freedom and human rights, will not espouse such policies.
sneak attack on thirty police posts. After this attack, the group
We will do everything to prevent ethnic cleansing and
was deemed a terrorist organization in Myanmar. The Burmese
genocide.”
military then initiated a “scorched-earth” operation on
Rawan Aly, a junior at New Hartford High School, thinks
Rakhine, which involved setting Rohingya villages on fire.
the government’s claims are absurd.
“I believe that Myanmar has been targeting the Rohingya
for years, so they are trying to blame them for the genocide
occurring now,” said Rawan. “I doubt they burned their own
homes. I doubt they want to ruin their own lives.”
Over 400,000 Rohingya refugees (mainly women and
children) have fled to neighboring Bangladesh, where they
reside in overcrowded camps that lack adequate amounts of
food, shelter, and medical care. Meanwhile, many Rohingya
men have been forced by ARSA to stay behind and fight the
The Rakhine state is located on the west coast of Myanmar, neighboring
Burmese military.
Bangladesh. Myanmar (also referred to as Burma) is located in Southeast

Rohingya Muslims Flee
From Myanmar To
Bangladesh

Asia. Many prefer the name “Burma” because it was the name of the country
before the military government took control. Picture from VOA News.
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apps on her phone, a small amount when compared to the 100+
possible social media apps available worldwide. Gabby stated that
the social media network she uses the most is twitter, which
according to smartinsights.com twitter, makes her one of 317
million users as of January 2017.
Gabby shared that the social media app she uses the most to
Fallon O’Toole
contact friends is “Snapchat, but it depends on how urgently I
Staff Writer
have to talk to them.”
In Gabby's opinion social media adds
The world we live in today is, let’s
to the personal connection to an event
face it, is run by technology, social
“It adds to it, because you can
media, and just electronics in general.
get different perspectives.”
A person used to walk into a restaurant
Senior Louisa Pandolfo disagrees.
and hear dozens of lively conversations
“It takes away because you’re so
going on at tables. Now a days walking
focused on social media that it is
into a restaurant all that can be heard
possible to miss stuff that is actually
is a few whispers of conversations, but
Picture found on https://www.google.com/search?
happening,” Louisa says.
what can be clearly seen is people, mostly teenagers and young
When asked to weigh in on her thoughts if the school is
adults, with necks bent and hair in their faces like a curtain
making the right decision by blocking the use of social media apps
dividing an audience from the stage.
on the school wifi Louisa hesitantly answered.
Constantly, all day every day, around the world people are
“In a way yes, because social media is distracting.”
checking social media or refreshing their apps. Is it a need to
The senior, with six social media apps on her phone, doesn’t
check? A fear of missing out? A social norm or expectation?
agree 100% with the block though because of the data usage
An example of a social norm that is in some ways binding to
involved.
people is having “streaks” on Snapchat, which for those who don’t
Mr. Amarosa, the MIS Director at New Hartford, gave
know have to be sent everyday between two people and then it
an official statement on behalf of the school on why social media
creates a “streak”, and it can be very hard to keep them up and
is blocked on school wifi. According to him, it is blocked for the
many people had to do a lot of work to get them in the first place.
obvious reasons of preventing bullying and avoiding distraction,
Plus, it can be misinterpreted if a streak is lost then causing people
but it is also so students have“a safe and comfortable environment
to wonder if they did something wrong, and it really does sucks to
for all students while they are here.”
lose a streak, my highest streak is around 450 days and it would
Mr. Amarosa commented that he has a positive view on
honestly be an awful feeling to lose that, but my “streaks” are not
social media, but advises that people watch what they post
everything to me. If I did ever lose them it wouldn’t be the end of
because even if a post or message is deleted.
the world, which is what the world needs to know.
“It will stay on a server somewhere and could someday
I interviewed some students
come back to haunt the person who posted it.,” Mr. Amarosa said.
and faculty at the high school
Louisa had a similar response when asked if social media is
to get their point of view on
ruining face-to-face communication, after a moment of thought
how New Hartford students
she stated that, “It makes it harder, because people will say things
cope with this social media
over social media they wouldn’t say face-to-face and people are
age.
more likely to text than talk because they are so used to being on
After checking her phone,
social media.”
Gabby DeSanctis, a junior at
New Hartford, informed me
that she has four social media
Picture found on https://
Continued on next page
ahitdogholla.wordpress.com/tag/social-networking/

Is Social Media Ruining
Face-to-Face
Communication?
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OPINION
Social Media, from previous page
Switching from students to faculty members, I interviewed Ms. Guzski, a study hall teacher, and Ms. Zupan, the school social
worker.
Again there was disagreement on whether or not social media takes away or adds personal connection to an event.
Ms. Guzski answered that “positive things add” to the personal connection created by social media.
On the other hand, Ms. Zupan stated that “It takes away, because you can’t read tone in texting.”
There were also some differing answers about whether socializing apps are ruining communication between humans. Ms. Zupan
thoughtfully answered that social media “has the potential to ruin communication.”
Senior Mike Fiorentino added his input on the topic saying that due to social media “young kids today are bad at making
communication with adults.”
Ms. Guzski had a similar answer stating that she “See[s] it with kids all the time. With their head down and phone in hand,”

which is why the study hall teacher adamantly answered an “absolutely” when asked if the school was doing the right thing with the
social media block on school wifi.
After viewing both sides of the social media argument taking in what both faculty members and students have had to say, I would
have to agree with both sides equally. Personally, I have two social media apps on my phone, Snapchat and Instagram, because it never
really mattered to me to have a Facebook or a twitter account because I never felt the fear of missing out.
Also, for me it’s when I can’t get to a person to talk to them one on one I go to texting. I also agree with both sides that in some
(positive) cases social media can add to an experience and help share that experience with others which is great, but it definitely can
take away from a lot in life.
Anyone ever been doing something you thought was going to be really quick on an app then next thing you know an hour and a
half of your life has gone by? Not going to lie it has happened to me, it has
happened to everyone. Therefore, I do feel that the school is doing the right thing
by banning the use of social media apps on the school wifi.
Honestly, in my opinion social media has created many problems in the world,
but it hasn’t really ruined anything, yet. There is still time to make a comeback, but
that is something that the people have to decide, and it really wouldn’t be easy for
many. People would have to learn that the views of others don’t matter that much,
and that it is okay to go without checking social media-- to essentially unplug.
Truthfully, I believe I could go without social media since it never really
mattered that much to me to begin with, but I’m sure this is true for all of us, even
me, that people might only unplug if, like Louisa Pandolfo states, “Someone kept
my streaks on Snapchat.”
Social media isn’t everything and there is so much out there in the world to
see as long as we just put down their phones long enough to see and experience it
ourselves and with others instead of wasting time Instagramming or Snapchatting
it.

“I fear the day that technology
will surpass our human
interaction. The world will have a
generation of idiots.”
- Albert Einstein

“72% of teens feel the need to
immediately respond to texts,
social networking messages and
other notifications.”
-Common Sense Media

Picture found on https://www.google.com/search?
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OPINION
Has Internet Culture Caused
People to Become
Insensitive?
Alexis Manore
Staff Writer
Humor is a key part of the way people cope with tragedies,
but with the development of meme culture on the Internet, people
have adopted a crass mindset towards serious topics and disasters.
Hurricane Irma, the most intense Atlantic hurricane to come
in contact with the United States since Hurricane Katrina in 2005,
has caused catastrophic destruction
to multiple Caribbean Islands and
the mainland United States.
Irma is responsible for 84 deaths so
far, and though some on the
internet have expressed their
condolences, others have
responded by making horribly
insensitive and crude memes. With
just one simple Google search, you
can find Irma being compared to a
fidget spinner, sports team jokes,
political jokes, a drawing of Irma
as a woman, cakes with Irma on
them, Irma-inspired makeup
Photo from i.ytimg.com
tutorials, and Spongebob jokes.
These memes are incredibly disrespectful. People have died
because of Hurricane Irma, and people on the Internet are sitting
around and making jokes about it. Homes were destroyed,
countries are left without power, towns are flooded, and people are
left without clean drinking water.
The internet’s track record of making memes out of serious
topics is a long one. There are countless crude Holocaust memes,
9/11 memes, memes that make light of racism, misogynist memes,
memes making fun of mental illness and disabilities, and many
more floating around on the internet.
All of these topics are incredibly sensitive and should not be
joked about in any way. People were killed during the Holocaust
and 9/11 and now people are making memes that disrespect those
who died. Racism, misogyny, mental illness, and disabilities are
also serious topics that affect people today and should not be made
into jokes and memes.

Photo from i.ytimg.com

When asked her opinion on memes that make light of serious
topics, senior Laurel Frisbee said, “I disapprove. There are certain
things that shouldn’t be joked about. Some things just aren’t
funny.”
However, there are others who do enjoy these controversial
memes.
“I think that in reality it’s important to acknowledge the
seriousness of the issues that have happened recently, but I still
make jokes as they’re just something to talk about,” Brandon
Wilbur, a New Hartford alum and freshman at Champlain
College, said.
It’s nice that Brandon knows that there are serious problems in
the world and that their seriousness should be recognized, but
there are some topics that shouldn’t be made into memes and
posted on the Internet.
Another person who is in favor of these memes is James
Belcher, a New Hartford alum and freshman at Binghamton
University.
“It depends how far it’s taken. In my opinion, it’s human
nature to make jokes about tragedy, the only difference is what
we’re allowed to make jokes about. That line falls differently from
person to person. Making these jokes in the form of a meme
achieves the same purpose. It allows us to cope with these terrible
events by making light of them. Because we belittle them in our
minds, we pull ourselves further away from the reality of of what
actually happened. We make jokes about cancer because we don’t
want to think about how bad it is, so we make light of it. It’s
merely a way for us to come to terms with the cruelty of our world.
There are some who take it too far, but that line is determined by
each person themselves,” James said.
James is right about some points, but there is a line that can be
crossed and we have to face these tragedies head on without humor
and memes.
When faced with horrible tragedies and serious issues, humor
can be a way of coping with the tragedy, but when people joke
about lives being lost, that is when they have gone too far.
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Opinion
According to All Known
Laws Of Aviation...
Colony Collapse Disorder and More: Why
The Bees Are Doing Better But You Should
Still Care
Laurel Frisbee
Staff Writer

disorder implies, it causes the bee colony not to be able to function,
and ultimately results in massive numbers of bees dying.
But there is a bright side: the number of reported incidents of
CCD has decreased 27% from last year. Bee populations,
according to TIME, have also been rising 3% from last year's
numbers.
Which brings up the question: should we forget about the bees?
They are recovering, after all.
But the answer is still absolutely not. The bees are recovering,

“We don’t realize the
enormous footprint we’re leaving
in the world”

photo of a bee on a dandelion, taken in May 2017 by Laurel Frisbee

In January of 2017, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service finally
put the rusty patched bumble bee on the endangered species list,
marking the first bee species with protected status in the continental
U.S. This huge change raised awareness about the bees' situation
and rapid decline.
But in late August, studies have been published which bode
well for our pollinator pals-- they are reported to be making a
comeback! That seems great for both them and us, but it does not
mean you should not care about them anymore. The bees still face
huge environmental threats, and unless we keep raising awareness,
the advances the bees have been making towards recovery will
disappear.
For the past two decades, bee populations have suffered hugely,
and according to TIME Magazine their numbers dropped a
staggering 90%. Environmentalists have speculated it could be
because of a few different things, but the most influential and
talked-about factor of these decades seemed to be the infamous
Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD). This phenomenon is a gigantic
puzzle to scientists; it occurs when worker bees go out of the hive to
do their jobs and just never return. Some attribute it to changes in
pesticides or anthropogenic forces, but no studies for certain have a
definitive answer. This causes major problems for hives and the bees
such as the queen which are left behind, and as the name of the

but that itself is largely due to human efforts, awareness, and
donation. This past year, beekeepers have improved conditions in
hives, and the syndrome has seen a decrease. Large companies'
efforts, such as Cheerios’ Bring Back the Bees campaign, have not
only helped bees, but also educated people on the bee situations
and promoted individual involvements in bee improvements. We
still should care because if we do not, the bees could go right back
to endangerment. As Emily Wise, a high school senior from
Colorado who is a self-proclaimed ‘bee enthusiast’ and awardwinning photographer for a nationwide go green campaign,
expressed, “Bees are literally so important to the ecosystem and I
feel like we just don’t care anymore... we don’t realize the enormous
footprint we’re leaving in the world”
Bees still face stressors relating to an increase in parasites and
pesticides which
threaten them
possibly more
than CCD.
Most people
have heard of
leeches; a
parasite which
attaches to
mammals and
sucks blood like
photo of a bee on a sunflower, taken in
a
vampire. Bees
September 2017 by Laurel Frisbee
have their own version of that called varroa mites, which recently
have been found to jump from flowers gracefully at speeds the
normal
continued on next page
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Opinion
Bees, continued from previous page
human eye could not detect to the bees who had landed for a
snack.
These vampiric parasites have been caught on film by students
at Cornell University from studied done in upstate New York, only
two hours from where we are now, and have been seen to sneakily
avoid being groomed off by the bees as they fly home. Once in the
hive, they drink the blood of the bees there and cause wing
deformities. The mites have been found in 42% of commercial
beehives. This number is an improvement from 53% the year
before.
According to a journal published by PLOS ONE, varroa mites
have been found almost everywhere, in both commercial and wild
hives. They feed on both adult bees and larvae. It can cause entire
colonies to collapse. It spreads by jumping from flowers, which
means that international flower trade spreads them across the
globe. Once in a hive it is inevitable and they are nearly impossible
to prevent.
One means of preventing them is spraying the flowers with
pesticides, so the mites cannot jump to the bees in the first place.
But this presents a whole other issue: pesticides themselves. Many
commercial pesticides contain a chemical called neonicotinoids, a
chemical which includes a form of nicotine.
After being sprayed on plants, this pesticide gets into the
nectar and pollen which the bees consume and pick up, and
ultimately harms the bees and causes collapse of colonies. Science
has also found a relationship between these pesticides and shorter
lives and poor reproduction. TIME Magazine reports that 13% of
all colonies in the latter half of 2017 have been stressed by
pesticides.
As stated, the most important thing in helping the bees is

photo of a bee on a sunflower, taken in September 2017 by Laurel Frisbee

awareness. Because of increased awareness, the Environmental
Protection Agency is proposing bans on neonicotinoids.
There are things you as an individual can do. As Jennifer
Trimm, an environmental engineer who specializes in habitat
remediation, recommends, “Check that the stores you are buying
plants from do not use neonicotinoids, and plant pollinator
friendly flowers in your yard,”. These bee-friendly flowers include
plants like lavender, sunflowers, and geraniums, and can help
attract not only bees, but butterflies as well. Ms. Trimm also
remarks, “I think most people don’t realize how much our food
supply depends on healthy bee populations, or that their choices
do have an effect; if everyone refused to buy pesticide-laden
flowers, it would make a difference.”
You can donate to Sierra Club, an environmental
organization dedicated to protecting our Earth, or one of the
countless others which are committed solely to the bee crisis.
We cannot let the bees become irrelevant: we have to keep
caring, and as Ayla Schnier, a senior and former APES student at
New Hartford, said, “We can’t be complacent just because things
are starting to turn up.”

The PTSA would like to see your creativity and originality. Please submit an
entry portraying the theme, “Within Reach” by Monday, November 13th,
2017 to the Main Office. The categories are: Dancy Choreography, Music
Composition, Film Production, Literature, Photography and Visual Arts.
Students can enter in one or all 6 categories. Students will receive a daily
email about each category the week of October 2nd. For more details please
go to: http://www.nyspta.org/YourPTA/YourPTA_Reflections.cfm. Remember to
fill out an entry form for each submission. The top two winners in every category will go onto Regionals, and could
eventually head to the State and National competition. Last year a student placed 2nd place in the State competing against
450 other students statewide. If you have any questions please contact Julia Berntson at jfberntson@gmail.com.
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OPINION
Killer Clown Strikes Again
Connor Hansen
Pennywise the dancing clown has been killing since the
beginning of Derry. He is finally put to a stop when a group of
young kids face their fears and defeat him… for now.
Stephen King wrote the novel IT in 1986. It turned out to be
a bestseller and was later turned into a movie in 1990. The movie
was later turned into a remake which came out September 8, 2017.
Although I believe the movie was great, there were several
differences from the novel and the movie. The first being Georgie’s
death. George Denbrough was killed by Pennywise near the gutter
systems in the book and movie, but what was different was how he
was dragged into the sewer drain. In the book he was actually not
dragged in at all but grabbed by a fellow neighbor and held as his
arm was bleeding out due to the fact that Pennywise tore his arm
out of its socket. For many reasons, I am a believer of reading the
book first before watching the movie, so in my opinion the book is
better because it goes into more detail on the affairs taking place,
but I very much so enjoyed the movie as well.
The movie also failed to show the correct way that Ben
Hanscom and Beverly Marsh met during the last day of school.
The movie didn’t even talk about the dam that Bill Denbrough,
Eddie Kaspbrak, and Ben Hanscom made in the barrens where the
sewer drains out. This is an important fact to the story because in
the novel, the book takes the reader to 27 years in the present and
Ben is an architect which all started the day he built the dam.
Out of all the differences the movie had great details and
brought out the horror in the film, several screams were brought
out whenever IT the clown popped out of nowhere to get the kids.
The first scene that I enjoyed from the movie would be the start
when Georgie was killed by Pennywise. Yes, a young kid dying is
terrible, but the way the movie brought the scene to life was
incredible and nerve racking. In the scene George Denbrough was
following his new boat that Bill had just made him, after being hit
in the face from a wooden post, Georgie gets up to see his boat
flushing right into the gutter. At first glance George does not see
Pennywise but on a second try IT comes out and spooks him. After
the two talked for a minute or two Pennywise allows George to
reach into the gutter and grab the boat, as soon as he does this
Pennywise grabs his arm and pulls it right off. Georgie tries to
crawl away but is immediately dragged into the gutter yelling for
his brother, Bill Denbrough.

Bill Skarsgård dressed as Pennywise, looking into the eyes of the watchers. http://
butacaancha.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Pennywise-It-2017.jpg

The second scene in the movie that was enjoyable was when
Eddie Kaspbrak fell from a hole in the top floor and fell on a table,
only to break his arm and later be awoken by Pennywise.
Pennywise unravels himself from being in a tiny safe, which alone
was creepy, but follows it by going up to eddie and almost eating
him until Pennywise hears Bill Denbrough. The movie was graphic
in the blood category, but if you’re thinking about seeing this
movie, understand that it is a horror film and most horror films
have blood.
Ian McKenna, a senior at New Hartford High School, saw the
movie on September 9, the day after the movie came out. Ian
believed the best character in the movie was Pennywise, played by
Bill Skarsgård. McKenna appreciated the film because it explored
an interesting concept on how “an evil spirit feeds on your fears.”
He portrays Stephen King as a weird but interesting person. Ian
enjoyed the movie and would recommend it to anyone that likes to
be scared every now and then.
Emma Anweiler, also a senior at New Hartford High School,
sees the movie as “very disturbing” and would not recommend the
movie to anyone. She said that she was sickened by how gory the
movie was and found Pennywise to be a creepy looking clown that
would automatically not attract children. When asked what scene
made her thing this way Anweiler responded with “every scene.”
Michael Hansen, a freshman at Perry Jr. High described the
movie as a “good type of scary.” He enjoyed how the young actors
were able to play their roles at such a young age and made the
audience believe everything that was happening was really
happening. Michael would indeed recommend IT to “anyone that
he does or does not know.”
I would personally recommend this movie to anyone that
enjoys being frightened and uncomfortable through horror movies.
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OPINION
Netflix vs. Cinemas
Is It Time To Say Goodbye To The Silver Screen?
Maggie Stephens
Staff Writer
For almost a century, people have enjoyed sitting in a theatre
don’t, like my favorite TV shows!” said McKenzie Winfield,
and watching a movie. Since the beginnings of filmmaking,
another New Hartford sophomore.
movies have changed lots for the better. They’re longer than
Even some professionals feel that Netflix is gaining the upper
before and are now in breathtaking color and sound.
hand over theaters. For example, the highest-grossing film this
Today, movies have changed ways beyond the most creative
past June, Wonder Woman, took in $360 million in about it’s first
thinkers could have ever imagined. Now, people don’t even have
month whereas last June’s highest-grossing film, Finding Dory, took
to leave their homes to see their favorite
in $450 million in the same amount of time.
movies, thanks to entertainment
"There are concerns that box office
providers like Netflix, who have gone
attendance is declining, both as a result of
from simple movie rental companies to
weaker than expected performance of some
complex industries with net worth in the
releases but perhaps more importantly
millions and their own original content.
because of less interest in movie-going by
So, many movie-fanatics now ask
Netflix, just one of the nation’s favorite new ways to
consumers," said Christopher Vollmer,
themselves: “Is it worth getting out of
enjoy movies. Picture found on media.netflix.com
global entertainment and media analyst with
my comfortable clothes, getting to a
consulting firm PricewaterhouseCoopers.
movie theater, and buying tickets when
So the answer is clear. Many prefer Netflix to
all I have to do is pull up the Netflix app
the movies, which means cinemas better start
on my mobile device or turn on my TV?”
planning ahead or it could be “a wrap” for the silver screen.
Some students shared their opinions on the Netflix vs.
Cinemas issue. “Netflix is better because I get to stay at home in
my pajamas!” said Abby McCarthy, a sophomore at New
Hartford High School.
“Netflix offers things that theaters

Will movie theaters become obsolete?
Picture taken from screencrush.com

Popcorn, a famous American movie snack.
Picture taken from funsourceinc.com
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Question of the Week
Fallon O’Toole
Staff Writer

If, for the rest of your life, you had to wake up every
morning to one song playing in your head, which song
would you choose?

Louisa Pandolfo
“Never Be Alone”
By: Shawn Mendes

Nick Manno
“Patient”
By: Post Malone

Gabby DeSanctis
“Location”
By: Khalid

Anthony Rabbia
“Learning to Fly”
By: Tom Petty

Jessie Doan
“Me and Your Momma”
By: Childish Gambino

Angelina Pettineli
“Wanna Be That Song”
By: Brett Eldredge

Juliano “Juice” Macera
“Happy”
By : Pharrell Williams
All pictures by Fallon O’Toole
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Meet the Staff
Jenna Circelli
Joe Puccio, staff writer
Jenna Circelli is currently a senior at New Hartford High
School. She arrived at New Hartford in 8th grade from Utica.
She loves to read, watch movies, and be with her friends.
Jenna is not sure on what school she plans to attend in
the fall of 2018, but she hopes to attend a four year school instate.
Her sister, Amanda, is currently a sophomore at New
Hartford.
Jenna writes a senior profile column for Spartan Expressions.

Connor Hansen
Tori Risucci, staff writer
Connor Hansen, currently seventeen years old, is in his senior year at New Hartford High
School. He has has been living in the Town of New Hartford for sixteen years. He is an
exceptional student athlete in both lacrosse, as well as hockey and as a pastime he enjoys playing
golf.
When he is not playing sports, he takes time to sit down and pick up a book. His love for
reading, and as his past and present English classes, has guided him into taking journalism, as
well as the need to explore options in college.
As for his college plans, he is undecided as to what school he will choose, but he is currently
being looked at, to hopefully play lacrosse where he decides to attend.
Connor writes a book review column for Spartan Expressions.

Any student may contribute to Spartan Expressions

Spartan Expressions is the New Hartford High School Articles and creative writing for consideration of publication must meet the following guidelines:

student newspaper. The NHHS journalism classes, as well as CONTENT:
members of the Spartan Expressions club, produce the paper. • No slanderous or libelous material will be tolerated.
Materials found to be published in the paper are the efforts of • All reference to sex will be vague, scientific and will not use slang or be otherwise offensive.
students who contribute and are not intended to represent the • There will be no excess of violence or morbidity.
opinion of any school official or member of the New
• No promotion of the use of drugs, alcohol, or recreational sex.
Hartford Central School Board of Education. Reviews or
• No interference with the educational process.
references to businesses, services, products or media do not
• Content shall be factual and unbiased and shall not be derogatory toward any person or group.
represent an endorsement by the Board of Education. The SUBMISSION:
copyright laws of the United States of America protect all
• All articles and creative writing must be typed and edited.
materials published in Spartan Expressions.
• Please email submissions to jclive@nhart.org at least a week before publication.
• See Mrs. Clive in Room 251 if you have questions or need assistance.
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SPORTS
New Coaches, New Season
New Hartford Football
Antonio Ricco
Staff Writer
2017 was a year of change for the New Hartford Spartan
Football team. A whole new coaching staff and a drop into
division B were the major changes for the team.
Through much of the pre-season no one knew who would
take the varsity coaching job. But then Utica College
Offensive Coordinator Jim Kramer accepted the job and
brought with him a talented, and seasoned coaching staff.
Coach Kramer, and his assistant coaches, hoped to establish a
new culture and view within the football team and in the
school itself.
Coach Kramer stated that this new culture would be
created through a focus on “Discipline, Education, and
Competition.” This can be seen through the team’s efficient,
fast paced practices.
The players are expected to work at a certain level and as
JV head coach, Mr. Paul Vitagliano, said, “The players should
be more critical of themselves than I am of them.”

Joe Murray evading a CVA player. Photo from Utica OD

New coach Jim Kramer during a practice. Photo from Mid-York
Sports Report.
The coaches believe that this culture and attitude will aid
them when playing on the gridiron. But the coaches aren’t the
only ones working to change the team. Many players are
taking on the coach’s ideas.
“I always try to be accountable for what I do on the field.
And with that comes self punishment for when I mess up,
whether that be five pushups or running more hills after
practice,” Joe Murray, starting quarterback, stated.
This high level of accountability is one of the
characteristic of a true team captain. Joe expects this same
effort from his other teammates.
“ I want a teammate who is willing to make sacrifices and
work for his team and the other players. He has to think about
his team before himself. He has to be a brother and not just a
teammate,”Joe also stated.
Joe, like other players, look at their football team as a
family. And with this culture and work ethic this family plans
on winning many more games together on the gridiron. So far
this year the Spartan football team has a record of 1-4: a win
against CVA, and losses to Oneida, Mexico, Notre Dame, and
Cazenovia.
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NEWS
Class “A” Team
A boys soccer team on its quest for success
Joe Puccio
Staff Writer
2016 was quite the year for Spartan soccer. A solid 15-5-1
record that stretched into the postseason is nothing to scoff at.
The boys went on a run that they haven’t been on since 2009, and
they believe back-to-back section championships are in sight.
The New Hartford Spartans boys soccer team won their first
Section III championship since 2009, but they were not going to
stop there. Led last year by Sean McGlynn ‘16, Randolph Butler
‘16 and Chris Ojuro ‘16, the Spartans were one of the top four
teams in Class A of New York State. Although the team fell short
of winning the state championship, they are motivated to make it
that far again.
“The the team last year rallied around those (losses) and
worked to become a stronger team and improve upon the areas
needed on the soccer field,” Varsity Coach Davies-Nelson, also a
home and careers teacher at Perry Junior High, remarked on the
hard-working attitude from her squad.
“Entering the postseason was good--winning sectionals was
great--winning regionals was awesome and moving into the Final
Four of Class A was an honor and something only a few teams
have the opportunity to experience,” Coach Davies-Nelson
continued.
The players were electrified last fall. On and off the field, the
team was clicking on all levels.
“Last season was an amazing experience,” said forward Nick
Lemire ‘17. “Once you got on a roll winning games like we were
and being successful, the whole school gets behind you and makes
it that much more fun.”
Nick Lemire is a critical playmaker for the Spartans in his two
years of varsity soccer. According to syracuse.com, Nick netted 16
goals for the Spartans last year, averaging 1.6 goals per game.
“Last season was awesome,” stated midfielder Matt Abraham
‘17. “It made me want to go back even more this year and push
the team to work hard to do so.”
Matt Abraham has been working hard this season. Last year,
the team used him as a defender. But this year, he has shifted up
the pitch to a midfield position where he can help with defense at
the midfield and help with crosses on the sidelines.

#3 Sean McGlynn (’16) celebrates a goal with
Randolph Butler (’16) on his back. Trailing the
celebration is #6 Nick Lemire (’17) and #16
Andrew Benson (’17). Photo from
www.uticaod.com

As mentioned earlier, the Spartans lost goalkeeper Chris
Ojuro due to graduation last season. But young, up-and-coming
brick wall Nick Buchholz ‘18 is replacing him in a positive way.
Through seven games in the season, Buccholz has 26 saves. He
spoke out about his transition from the junior varsity level.
“I feel like the transition from JV to varsity went rather
smoothly because of all the time I put into it,” said Buchholz. “I
feel that training with the varsity squad helped a lot since there
were different types of shots and this helped me prepare for the
first game.

“Once you got on a roll winning games like
we were and being successful, the whole
school gets behind you and makes it that
much more fun.”
-Nick Lemire

Continued onto next page
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SPORTS
Soccer, continued from previous page
Buchholz went on to explain the rigorous task as a goalkeeper. “It is a rather demanding task to be a goalkeeper. [Goalkeepers] must
be physically able to put their body on the line to save shots.”
Buchholz also noted that it is not just the physical aspect that stands in his way. “There is also a mental aspect of goalkeeping. A
goalkeeper must forget about a mistake and move on. While there is a lot of pressure associated with being a [goalkeeper], I enjoy it
because I know my team will always be there to support me as I support them.”
Matt Abraham and Nick Lemire are both captains this year for the Spartans. They look to help their fellow teammates throughout
the course of the season.
“It's a great group of guys and we're a close team that spends a lot of time together without much conflict,” said Nick Lemire. “Off
the field issues are something I haven't had to worry much about and don't think I will have to worry much about.”
“Personally as a captain I encourage the boys to continue pushing themselves and reminding them of what our goal is,” stated Matt
Abraham.
As for the season, a common thread between the players and coaches is a take each game at a time attitude. This means that they
hope to be more successful than last year, but they will look at each game as a mini-championship.
“We still need to approach the season with ‘one game at a time’ in mind,” said Coach Davies-Nelson. “ We expect to have a
challenging season and to be honest we welcome those challenges because we want to become stronger.”
Nick Buchholz added, “States is at the back of our minds right now. We are looking to take this season one step at a time and if we
continue to trust one another and put in the work at practice, then we will have a successful season.”
Everything is looking up for the Spartans. The boys hope to rally the school again and have a repeat performance just like last year.
These fine gentleman are strving for succes both on and off the soccer pitch. They may have lost valuable playmakers a season ago, but
they have replaced them with motivated, hard-working student athletes who hope to keep the state title right here where it belongs.

The Spartans hoist their section
championship banner after a 2-0 victory
over East Syracuse-Minoa at Chittenango
High School. Photo by www.syracuse.com
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SPORTS
She shoots, she scores!
Field hockey players love their sport
Hannah Russo
The varsity girls field hockey team is starting their season off
strong yet again. Hailey, a senior on the varsity girls field hockey
team has been playing field hockey for about five years.
Throughout these five years of playing, she can still express her
love for the sport. She began by explaining to me how her mom
got her to try out for the sport.
“I used to play soccer for nine years and then I was cut from
the team in 8th grade,” she stated.
From this point on, she began telling me how she didn’t even
think of trying field hockey at first until her mom convinced her.
“My mom told me why not try for field hockey,” Hailey said
but at first she exclaimed she really did not want to try. After trying
out for the field hockey team in 8th grade, she fell in love with the
sport as she explained, “It was the best day of my life”.
One of her favorite things about field hockey is the team.
“We do a lot of team bonding like sleepovers and team
dinners, and I love how close we have all gotten,” Hailey explained
Her teammates are one of the main reasons she decided to
stick with the sport for so long, along with her love with being on
the field playing. Hailey is excited about senior night! “It feels
surreal. It’s like I can’t believe it. I remember being younger and
thinking about it, and now that it’s finally here, I can’t believe it.”
Joanna Davi, another senior athlete on the team agreed with
Hailey’s statement adding that the moment will be, “Bittersweet,
because you have the “seniority” of being the senior, yet it’s sad
because it’s my last year playing with my teammates and playing a
high school sport.”
Joanna has been playing for six years now, and she started in
7th grade. She shared how she got into field hockey by stating,
“I’ve always wanted to play since we were able to, but I would say
my friends influenced me to continue playing throughout the years
and I just really enjoy the sport.”
Throughout the interview, Joanna emphasized many times
how much her teammates have made an impact on her. She
explained how “really close the team is,” and added how her
friends “make it more enjoyable to come back to the sport, and my
love for the sport.”
Another player that was willing to provide her opinion on the
sport was, team captain, Hannah Cooke. Hannah has been playing

Picture from https://www.google.com/search?q=field+hockey
field hockey for six years, and has also played ice hockey for many
previous years.
“Ice Hockey is the same, and that’s where I got all my skills,”
Hannah said.
Hannah started her field hockey career in 7th grade and
decided to play due to her sister’s influence.
“My sister played in the past, and they influenced me to play,”
Hannah explained.
The team is very important to Hannah and they are all very
close.,
“I enjoy field hockey because of the girls, and the team, I’ve
always looked up to the other girls,” Hannah stated.
Unlike Joanna and Hailey, Hannah has different feelings on
her upcoming Senior Night.
“I am more excited than sad, I want to play in college, so it’s
not a last for me,” Hannah said.
I also had the fortune of interviewing the girls varsity field
hockey coach, Monica Storm.
Coach Storm has been playing since 7th grade, and it all
started for her when her gym teacher told her to try out goalie
when playing field hockey in gym class. From that point on Coach
Storm stated,“I was a goalie for 10 years and played on the field
for one then I continued coaching right after.”
Throughout her past experience with her previous years of
coaching, Coach Storm expressed her love for the sport and the
competition.
“I like to be able to influence the younger generation, and I
love playing because of the competitiveness,” she said.
Besides her obvious love of the sport as a whole, Coach Storm
stated her all time favorite part of field hockey is, “The super
competition. From playing to coaching, the competition is my
favorite part.”
“With all the love that grew in the past, and seeing how a
program can grow, it made me want to coach more,” Coach Storm
explained why she began
coaching.
The field hockey team
has achieved some great
wins and the fans are all
ready for more.

Picture from https:/www.google.com/
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SPORTS
It’s Hard to be Humble
When You Can Jump,Stunt,and Tumble:
Celebrating the NH Cheer Team
Jenna Circelli
Staff Writer
Sports are always fun to watch, but what makes them even
more exciting is cheering on the team. The New Hartford cheer
team always is there to root on our basketball and football games
during the school year.
Most girls on the team have been cheerleaders most of their
lives. A majority of the team chose cheer because they think it
would be fun and a way to make friends.
“I like that it is such a team sport. For example, you could not
do a stunt by yourself. You need other people for it to work,”
Corryn Collins, one of the team’s captains, says.
Like many teams, there are captains to keep everything
organized and together throughout the season. The four captains
of this season are seniors Amber Policelli, Amy LaPorte, Corryn
Collins, and junior Olivia Smith. In the previous football season,
each captain is voted by the team.
A captain’s responsibilities include calling cheers and
answering any questions the girls on the team may have.
As fun as the sport seems, it can become challenging.
“I find cheer to be the hardest when someone on the team
doesn’t understand something. Sometimes a base will step in for
someone and a stunt will work, however it may not work when
other people try it. Obviously, you can’t force someone to do
something their body doesn’t do, such as bending or a certain
grip. If everyone doesn’t know exactly what to do, the routine will
not be a success,” says Collins.
The team is sure to fix problems by practicing often and
coming up with routines that work for everyone. Each person has
a different responsibility on the field. Collins is a flyer, which
means she’s the one the other girls throw into the air when doing a
stunt.
To keep these stunts safe and looking perfect during games,
the team practices after school between 4:30-6:00.
Amber Policelli says her favorite games are usually ones
against Whitesboro because everyone is cheering.
One thing the team doesn’t get to experience at games is
being in our student section.

Picture from the New Hartford Spartans Yearbook Instagram, Bases
throwing Corryn Collins in the air

“When I didn’t cheer in 9th and 10th grade, I would love to
go to games and be with friends in the student section. When I
returned to cheer, I missed being with everyone else in the student
section, but I realized that I was still rooting on my team with my
cheer friends on the side,” Collins said.
“The home games are always fun because I get to see friends
and family while I cheer. When I do watch the game, I hope
everyone playing in the game performs well,” says Policelli.
Even one of the other captains, Amy LaPorte, stated that she
enjoyed cheering instead of being in the student section.
This group of girls loves doing what they do and are always
working to support our playing teams to get us a win.
Senior varsity football player, Joe Kelly, has nothing but
support for the cheer team.
“I enjoy having the team there to support us through our wins
and losses,” Kelly says.
The cheer team at the side can be there to push the players to
stay positive.
“I do think the cheer team at games improves our playing, it’s
like a student section on the sideline to keep our spirit up
throughout the game,” Kelly said.
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SPORTS
Spartans in the
Sportlight:
Sarah Corasanti
Joe Puccio
Staff Writer
Individual sports may be unpopular to the majority
of athletes. Being in a game or match with your
teammates is an amazing feeling. For the others who
love the individual competition, the possibilities for
success are endless, especially at New Hartford.
Sarah Corasanti, a senior here at the high school, is
one of the best tennis players in the entire region. She is
very is dedicated to Spartan Racks. Her achievements
over her school career have been nothing to scoff at. She
is a three-time section champion, representing Section
III at the singles matches of the New York State Public
High School Athletic Association Championships, or
most commonly known as States. She had a 22-1 record
last season entering States, according to Ron Moshier of
the Utica O-D, and defeated Whitesboro’s Tanya Kuts
with a 6-0, 6-0 victory to win sectionals.
For Corasanti, tennis is more of a passion than a
hobby. She began playing in kindergarten at her old
school in Florida.
“I used to go to school in Florida and in Florida
everyone plays tennis. The school I went to had a
program where they picked us up at school and walked
us over to the courts. I eventually got really into it,” said
Sarah.
The summer program was located in Naples, FL.
Her father, Joseph, took up tennis 20 years ago in the
same city that Sarah first fell in love with the sport.
“Sarah took lessons in Florida and here in New
Hartford at Paragon [Athletic Club]. She has also
attended a number of tennis academies in Florida and
California,” stated Mr. Joseph Corasanti, Sarah’s father.
“When she was 11, she began to train extensively with
Jorge Falla, a coach from the Sanchez Casal Academy in
Florida. Coach Falla moved to New Hartford to
continue to coach Jon-Robert [brother] and Sarah in
ninth grade”.

Sarah Corasanti poses for her picture to be
used in the 2016 CNY Girls Tennis All-Star
Team. Photo by syracuse.com
Sarah noted that Coach Falla’s son, Alejandro Falla, is her role
model.
“...he [Alejandro] was 48 [ranked] in the world,” said Sarah.
This family seems to be very tight with the Corasanti’s and they
have been working together, building friendships through tennis.
It can be nerve-wracking for parentS to watch their children
perform at a high level. Mr. Corasanti is familiar with this experience

“We are always nervous watching Sarah play a close match. This
still happens even though we have watched her play close to [sixty]
matches in her career,” said her father. “Sarah qualified for the state
tournament and her freshman sophomore and junior year. We are very
proud of her and enjoy watching her play at that level.”

continued onto the next page
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SPORTS
S P O RTS
Sarah Corasanti, continued from previous page
According to both Sarah and her father, a college opportunity to
play tennis is the next goal in mind.
“I plan on playing tennis in college,” said Sarah. “But I want to
remain focused on my studies so it's not the top of my priorities.”
“Her game is a combination of hard work , dedication and
natural ability,” said Mr. Corasanti. “She has very good eye hand
coordination and is very smart on the court. She uses a good mix of
offense and defense and quickly identifies her opponent's weakness.”
Sarah is a hard-worker both on and off the court. She is wellrespected around the school and wishes that more people would
watch their matches because of the creativity of every tennis player.
“Each player comes with his or her style so when you go to watch
you can watch different playing styles. Some girls play defensive,
offensive, play at the net,” said the three time section champion. “In
Sarah Corasanti returns on her forehand.
girls tennis, each court provides a different show so you can watch a
Photo by Mid-York Sports Report.
style that most attracts you.”
Spartan tennis is rising in popularity due to the skill of Sarah. Her dad is very proud of how she plays on the court, and how she
carries herself in class. Sarah is a very kind, hard-working, and passionate individual who will be successful in facing any challenges in
the future.

The Girls Tennis Sectional Champions from 2014. Listed left to right is Sarah Corasanti, Julia Wagner
(Aurburn), Kahlei Reisinger (Baldwinsville), Tanya Brutsky (Sauquoit Valley), Ella Brutsky (Sauquoit Valley),
Marisa Joyce (West Genessee), Samantha Heyn (West Gennessee), Makenzi Herbst (Skaneateles) and
Grace Magee (Skaneateles). Photo courtesy of John Wojcik, Section III Chairperson. Obtained by
syracuse.com
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SPORTS
Women in Sports; Billie Jean King
Tori Risucci
Staff Writer
The women’s game has seen a lot of improvement since the twentieth century, but
just like every other war, there was not a victory without a battle.
Billie Jean King is a former American women’s professional tennis player and the
winner of 20 Wimbledon titles and 13 United States titles, but more importantly is a
continuous advocate of women in sports.
Growing up in Long Beach California, King learned how to play tennis on her local
public courts. She turned pro in 1959, and went on to win the first of her 20 Wimbledon titles
in 1962 with doubles partner, Karen Hantze Susman.
Alongside the twenty Wimbledon titles, she holds 39 Grand Slam career titles, 13
United States, 4 French and 2 Australian titles. According to Eliana Dockterman, a writer from
TIME, King was the first female player to win over $100,000 in one year.
Although, the true recognition for her talent did not come until 1973, where she took King being carried into the Astrodome. Courtesy
of ESPN.
on Bobby Riggs in a tennis match known as The Battle of the Sexes.
“Riggs was an over-the-hill showboat...with a gambling problem,” said Dockterman. So the match was about showing off for
Riggs, but King had different reasoning. She was a long time advocate for women’s sports and wanted to prove that women should
receive equal pay, and the same respect as men in sports. King, 29 years old at the time and Riggs, 55 went head to head on Thursday,
September 20th at the Houston Astrodome in Texas.
An estimated ninety million people tuned into the match, as it started with King being carried into the Astrodome ‘like
Cleopatra’ reported Dockterman. The Cleopatra persona was not too far off, as a ultimate 6-4,6-3,6-3 victory, left Bobby Riggs defeated.
This match single handedly, was one of the most pivotal moments in the long running competition between man and woman.
Many people have been and continued to be inspired about the impact King had: “She showed the world that athletes should
be judged on their ability, not their talent,” said local WKTV Reporter, Joleen Ferris. Which was exactly King’s purpose in participating
in the match and her continued fight for women was to show that women should not have to worry about being respected the same as
men.
“That’s all we want: equality,” Ferris concluded.
Fortunately for the world, Billie Jean King’s story did not end there. She continued to be an unbeatable force in singles
matches until 1983, as well as in doubles until 1979. But more than forty years later, Hollywood has decided to take on the project of
recreating the most pivotal moment in not just her career, but in women’s history into a movie.
The movie is titled The Battle of the Sexes, and Emma Stone portrays Billie Jean King, alongside Steve Carell as Bobby Riggs.
The film was released in theaters on September 22nd.
The film realistically illustrates each side of the court and their individual reasons for fighting. Detailing King’s fight to close
the pay gap for women and other areas of equality, as well as Riggs’ egotistical personality. Even though Hollywood has a tendency to
glamorize things, this is luckily not one of those movies.
Billie Jean King has been inducted into the International Tennis Hall of Fame, the National Women's Hall of Fame, and
awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom. But her legacy is left lingering. For years past and present she has kept her eye on the prize,
and will continue to help the fight for equal pay.

“I really underestimated you.” - Bobby Riggs
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FEATURE
Hamilton: New
Revolution
Tori Risucci
Staff Writer
Lin-Manuel Miranda’s Broadway masterpiece,
Hamilton, has forever set the stage for future
performances but with Miranda’s departure from
the main stage, the musical’s further success could
be in jeopardy.
Hamilton: An American Musical written by a new
Broadway legend, Lin-Manuel Miranda, has been
outrageously successful since its first premiere back
A rap battle between Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson. Taken by Sara Krulwich from The
in 2015.
New York Times.
Hamilton is a modernized show that explains history, in such an appealing way that even teenagers are hooked. Miranda, the
renaissance man, when it comes to the musical, did not only write the script but has also has made headlines for his performance as
Alexander Hamilton.
During the summer of 2016 the original cast’s contracts were up for renewal; unfortunately Lin-Manuel, decided it would be best to
step down from the lead and move on to other upcoming projects of his own. Although he is still keeping his foot in the door as the
writer, many others decided it was there time to up and leave after a single year of success.
July 9, 2016 was Miranda’s final show, according to Jonathan Mandell from the New York Theater. The rest said their final farewells
months after. Mandell explained that by December 2016, “the show did not have a single member of the original cast in a principal
role.” With the possible return of Miranda far in future, many critics are wondering how the show will go on.
“It’s still in great shape,” Mandell reassures fans. Javier Muñoz, Lin-Manuel’s long time under study for both Hamilton and a
previous play, has kept the tickets sales alive. Although he is not the glorified Miranda, his lead performance has still kept the play intact.
The amazing part of the Hamilton production, is that it is not just for history fanatics, people of all ages have fell in love with it.
Regardless if they have had, or will hopefully have the opportunity to see the play at some point, the music is enough.
Hannah Russo, a senior at New Hartford High School, has been a fan of Hamilton since the world first saw a piece performed at
The White House in front of Barack and Michelle Obama.
“It has not lost value, but it is a different view,” Russo clarified. “ I will always want to see it but I will always want to see it with the
original cast members too.”
Lucky for Hannah what grabbed her attention the most was, “The way Lin-Manuel wrote history into a broadway theater,” will not
be lost in the shift of characters. But regardless of the actors, she would never pass up the opportunity to see it live on Broadway one day.
Broadway was its first home, but with the tremendous success over the past years, they will not just settle with their recent tour
around United States. Cameron Mackintosh, a long time British theatrical producer will bring the American made musical to the United
Kingdom this winter.
The opening date is set for December 6th at the Victoria Palace Theatre in Westminster, according to Tufayel Ahmed from
Newsweek. Even though none of the original performers will be traveling to the UK, the reputation of the musical on its own should
bring in some fans.
Although the projected success looks hopeful, after the “opening momentum” dies down, it’s a fifty-fifty chance at further success.
Ahmed compared Hamilton’s American background, to Les Misérables which despite its French background was a huge success in the UK.
Change is inevitable, and for the American musical Hamilton, it has kept the magic alive.
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Feature
“Everything is better on TV”
The Highlights of the 69th Emmy Awards
Anna Papandrea
Staff Writer

Every year when the Emmy awards come around it’s all people can talk about. People
all over the country are routing for their favorite TV shows and actors to win their first
award or another golden statue.
The 69th Emmy awards premiered on September 17th. The Emmy’s
were filled with joy and fun. From the red carpet to the award show itself. The night was
magnificent. This year the Emmy’s were hosted by
the one and only Stephen Colbert. The first five
minutes of this years Emmy awards Colbert did an
Stephan Colbert in the opening of the Award show
opening number about how “everything is better
on TV”. The video included Anthony Anderson
Picture from: emmys.com
from black-ish and cast members from This is us, to
Veep, and even CBS news. Even with Chance the
Rapper, making an appearance. It finally ended with a dance number
with backup dancers dressed as handmaids from The Handmaid's Tale.
After the opening, Colbert’s thanked all the first responders and
volunteers helping down in Texas and Florida.
This year’s Emmy Awards were not just about the little golden statues.
Actors and actresses all dressed to impress and looked fabulous on the
red carpet. Viewers saw feathers, tulle, velvet, and lots of sparkles.

Mandy Moore on the red carpet
Picture from : popsugar.com

	


“All eyes were on Mandy Moore,”E news said. The This is Us

actress came to the red carpet wearing a beautiful gown. “The satin
bodice perfectly compliments the tulle skirt; while the black and white
layers creates a stark but rich contrast,” says E news.

	


Also the Stranger Things star, Millie Bobby Brown, killed it with

her white strapless princess dress. She had a bandana type belt at her wait
Millie Bobby Brown on the red
and paired it with some sparkly shoes.
carpet
All eyes just weren't on the girls. This is Us star Sterling
Picture from: glamor.com
K.Brown arrived in a Valentino suit with Jimmy Choo shoes and Harry
Winston watch.The best part was his royal purple socks.
“The 69th Annual Primetime Emmy Awards showed up to the red carpet in jaw-dropping, awe-inducing
ensembles.” says E news.

	


The big category that had everyone was on the edge of their seats was Outstanding Drama.

The nominees were, Better Call Saul, The Crown, The Handmaid’s Tale, House of Cards, Stranger Things, This is Us,
and Westworld. Everyone speculated about who was going to win in this category.

Sterling K. Brown on the red carpet
Picture from: eonline.com

Article continues on the next page
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Feature
Emmy’s, continued from previous page

Before the Emmy’s took place, sophomore Gabriella Yacobucci said, “I
think This is Us. I haven’t watched it before, but I heard lots of people talk
about it. It seems pretty popular.”

	


The cast of The Handmaid’s Tale winning an Emmy

Sophomore Rachel Schultz had a different opinion. She said, “I

think Stranger Things[will win]. In agreement, Yacobucci said, “That was
going to be my second choice”. The time had come, the last award of the
night. Oprah Winfrey, the presenter of the category, introduced us to our
category and said “makes television the great survivor”. After the long
silence and the name was called. The Handmaid's Tale won. Bruce Miller, the
producer and writer for the show, accepted the Emmy on behalf of the
team. Getting emotional he thanked everyone who helped with the series.
Another big category was Comedy, and there were great shows in
the running. Such as Atlanta, black-ish, Master of None, Modern Family, Silicon
Valley, Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt, and Veep. Oregonlive.com predicted that

Picture from: emmys.com
Veep would win. Veep is on its sixth season and has won two
Emmy’s for it’s fourth and fifth season. But here at New
Hartford High School, Yacobucci, Schultz, and sophomore
Payton Hilts believe that Modern Family will win this category.
“I couldn’t even finish Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt,”Schultz
responded.
“And the Emmy goes too Veep” says one of the presenters,
Carol Burnett. Show runner David Mandel accepted the
Emmy, thanking his family, and parents.
Many other actors and actresses won. Elisabeth Moss won
Outstanding Lead actress in a drama series for her role in the
Handmaid’s Tale. The first award was presented by the cast of Big
Little Lies. They presented best supporting actor in a drama
series. The winner was John Lithgow. He played Winston

The cast of Veep winning an Emmy
Picture from: latimes.com

Churchill in the Netflix series The Crown. Saturday Night Live won once again
the best variety sketch series. SNL making history by having more
nominations than any show.
The night of the 69th Emmy Awards was filled with excitement. From
special guests such as former White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer,
Dolly Parton, Jane Fonda and Lily Tomlin. Also the memoriam, performed
by Christopher Jackson, remembering all those who died in entertainment
over this past year. Such as Adam West, Carrie Fisher and even John
Bernecker, a stunt man who was killed on the set of The Walking Dead. This
Emmy’s will be remembered from the beautiful dresses on the red carpet to
this year's winners.

Christopher Jackson performing the memoriam
Picture from: nydailynews.com
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Spartan Profile
A life in the air
The interesting Hobby of Matthew
Pietryka
Joshua Farmer
Staff Writer
The trees sway from side to side during a cool October day.
The clouds make interesting shapes in the sky. The birds are
chirping and flying around in the sky without a care in the world.
To truly get the feel of what it's like to fly like a bird, one must fly
a glider. Matt Pietryka flies gliders along with engine powered
planes as a hobby in his spare time and is very passionate about it.
Matt Pietryka is currently a junior at New Hartford High
School. He has lived in New Hartford all of his life. Often when
people think of planes, they only think of the powered planes that
are used for airlines. There are many types of planes and gliders
are one of them. Gliders are a special type of plane where the
force of gravity is pulling you down but because of the way the
wings are shaped you also go forward. Gliders have no engine
inside of them.
Matt’s father was always interested in learning how to fly and
had a fascination with aviation, but never got around to receiving
instruction. When Matt was a young boy his father took him to
the air show in Rochester where they saw the Thunderbirds
demonstrating their skills. This is where Matt’s interest and love
for flying began to grow.
Matt began to fly at the age of 14 with an instructor at the
Iroquois Soaring Association.
“I was first taught one on one with an instructor at Hamilton
Municipal Airport in Hamilton, New York,” Matt explains.
The members in this association were mostly older men and
one of them was actually a former pilot in the US Air Force.
Matt’s father had great advice for his son: “Listen to every story he
tells you because men like him are no longer around.”
Matt is not intimidated by the one-on-one training. He enjoys
getting to know the instructor very well so it makes the whole
process of learning that much easier. The instructors that Matt has

“Flying is just so special, so exhilarating. There is
truly nothing like it”.-Matt Pietryka

Matthew with a Schweizer 2-33 plane. Photo submitted by
Matthew Pietryka.
had over the years have said that he is truly a natural pilot. Matt
earned the right to fly a glider by himself-- a Schweizer 2-33 to be
exact. This past summer, Matt finally got his chance to learn how
to fly an engine powered aircraft and his previous skills from flying
the gliders made the transition very easy.
Flying is often hard to fit into Matt’s very busy schedule but
he tries his very best to do so.
“I tend to fly once a week during the school year. Over the
summer I was often able to fly more because my schedule was not
as busy,”he says.
Matt participates in cross country in the fall and wrestling in
the winter. Matt is currently taking three AP courses as well: AP
English, Stats and the very difficult Physics course. These courses
are very demanding, but he is very good at time management and
not getting distracted.
When I asked Matt what makes him want to fly every week he
responded, “Flying is just so special, so exhilarating. There is truly
nothing like it.”

A life in the air continued on the next page
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Spartan Profile
A life in the air continued from previous page
Matt also enjoys other hobbies as well. You can often
find Matt outside in the woods in the wee hours of the
morning during hunting season. Matt is also a huge fan of
country music.
Matt’s hard work and dedication definitely does not go
unnoticed. A fellow junior and close friend of Matt’s, Chloe
Kem, had great things to say about Matt’s passion for flying,
“He always gets so excited talking about it. He pays for
the private lessons with his own money. He spent weeks
studying to pass his license test and passed it easily. I have
never seen someone have so much passion for something like
he has for flying.”
As a result of flying he has learned great life qualities
that carry over to other aspects of his life.
“Flying has given him a huge sense of pride and
confidence. Learning how to fly has also carried over into his
learning to drive with excellent situational awareness,” Matt’s
father, Mr. Pietryka says.
Matt has big goals for flying in his future.
“I would like to make a living out of it. I would like to fly
military such as in the US Air Force. If not that, I would like
to fly commercially for an airline,” Matt says.
Matt has been a part of the United States Air Force
Auxiliary Civil Air Patrol to continue to learn more about the
Air Force, space and aviation. Even if these goals are not
accomplished, Matt just hopes to fly for fun in his free time
and continue to experience the surreal feelings that flying
brings to him.
His passion for flying is definitely something special. Flying is
a part of who he his. Truly, Matt Pietryka beats to his own drum
and his heart roars to the sound of the plane engine, and this
certainly will not change anytime soon.

Matthew this past summer with a Cessna 172
Skyhawk. Photo submitted by Matthew Pietryka.

“Flying has given him a huge sense of pride and confidence. Learning
how to fly has also carried over into his learning to drive with excellent
situational awareness.”-Mr. Pietryka
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Senior Profile
Senior Profile: Rebecca
Mueller
Brittany Williams
Staff Writer
Rebecca Mueller is a 17 year old senior at New Hartford
High School. She has gone to New Hartford since the sixth grade
where she moved from Doylestown, Pennsylvania. She has lived
in five different states, the latest being Pennsylvania and now New
York.
In her free time Rebecca enjoys reading, watching TV shows
and hanging out with her friends. Her favorite shows are Grey’s
Anatomy and Bob’s Burgers and her favorite book is Brain on Fire: My
Month of Madness written by Susannah Cahalan.
She plans on attending BYU and her major is undecided;
however, she knows that she wants to help people in some way. In
school she likes English and Science. Her favorite teachers,
although she likes them all, are Mr. Williams and Mrs. Halpin.
Rebecca is currently the secretary for Psychology club which is
run by Mrs. Halpin.
“Rebecca is the type of friend that is always there for you.
She’s the kind of person that you want to go to when you need to
know if your outfit matches or to ask if you have something in
your teeth,” her friend Fallon O’Toole said.
Rebecca likes to listen to all different types of music from
classical to pop. Country music, however, is not in her playlist.
She has been to many concerts including 5 Seconds of Summer
and One Direction.
Although our high school careers are coming to
an end, Rebecca said that she’s excited to graduate and go to
college because she wants to experience new things in a new place
with new people. She said that she’s not very nervous about

moving far from home for college because she’s used to moving
around a lot.
Her favorite memory from high school is eating with her
friends and Mrs. Halpin every day during lunch.
When asked about her favorite thing about New Hartford she
responded, “My favorite thing about New Hartford is the
teachers. They make learning fun and I love the class options that
we have to take.”
Rebecca is excited for it to be her last year of high school so
she can go on to college.

“Rebecca is the type of friend that is always there for you. She’s the kind of
person that you want to go to when you need to know if your outfit matches
or to ask if you have something in your teeth.” ~Fallon O’Toole
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Senior Profile
Senior Highlight: Hailey Grisham
Jenna Circelli
Staff Writer
Hailey Grisham is a 17 year old senior at New Hartford High School.

	


Hailey is very creative and enjoys writing such as poems and short stories. She has

even written a book full with poems and photos. As well as writing, she enjoys other
forms of art such as taking pictures, making short films, and reading.
Sport wise, Hailey has played field hockey since the 8th grade. Hailey has had many
accomplishments and has improved greatly over the years. In the past, Hailey has played soccer
for 9 years.

	


One of Hailey’s favorites places, is New York City. The streets of NYC are home to

the lights, stores, and buildings which she loves. Another one of her favorite places is her room
because of the comfort and simplicity of it.

	


Hailey’s favorite memory brings us over to Boston,

where at a music festival she saw artists including The
Chainsmokers, Halsey, Daya, Melanie Martinez, Troye Sivan,
Bebe Rexha, and Nelly. She even met Dua Lipa and Bebe
Rexha.

	


One of Hailey’s best friends, Hannah Russo, said

her favorite memory of Hailey is going on the swings after a
bad day and talking about anything.

	


Hailey’s favorite things include Wendy’s frostys, french fries, journals, candles, a store

called Anthropologie, and music. Music means everything to Hailey. During car rides she always has
music on.
Hailey uses a lot of her extra money towards concert tickets and merchandise. All these things make
Hailey happy and helps her cope through life, good and bad.
Hailey’s favorite thing about being a senior is having a lighter schedule where she can relax and have
fun with friends. She is excited to have senior night for field hockey and be recognized for her playing.
After senior year, she’d like to go to a four year college. She does not know where she’d like to go but
she would like to get her masters even if she is undecided on her major as of right now.

	


Family wise, Hailey has an older brother and sister. She has an energetic dog named
Riley who is a German Shepard, Husky, and Lab mix. She also has a cat named Ellie who is a
Calico.

	


“Hailey is the most kind hearted genuine person who never fails to make me smile.”

Hannah Russo says.

	


In the future, Hailey’s friends hope she follows her heart and does what she loves,

whether it’s a job or anything else she may do.
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Feature
The Teacher Diaries:
English Edition
Grace D’Ambrosio
Staff Writer
Ms. Brown is the English 12 and AP English Literature and
Composition teacher here at the high school. She was born in
Connecticut and moved all over in her younger years before
settling in Saratoga. Before coming to New Hartford she lived in
the Thousand Islands for sixteen years.
Ms. Brown earned her Bachelors Degree from SUNY
Oneonta and her Masters Degree from SUNY Potsdam. She also
did some post-grad work at Wesleyan University.
Ms. Brown’s interest in the English language has been with
her all her life. In an email she stated, “For as long as I can
remember, I loved reading and writing.”
When in school Ms. Brown had a teacher tell her she would
be an excellent English teacher, and the rest is history. This is now
Ms. Brown’s thirtieth year of teaching.
Outside of the school Ms. Brown enjoys catching up on her
favorite TV shows, cooking, traveling, and spending time with her
family and pets. When asked what she would do if she wasn’t
teaching Ms. Brown responded that she would like to be a music
teacher, a TV/movie writer, or an author.
Her favorite part about teaching is knowing that something
she has said or done has had an impact on a student.

MS. B ROWN

Ms. Nugent is the English 10 Honors teacher at New
Hartford High School. Originally from New Jersey, she came to
the area because her husband was hired by SUNY Morrisville to
teach philosophy. Currently Ms. Nugent lives in Clinton, NY and
loves its peacefulness and proximity to Hamilton College.
Ms. Nugent received her college education from Virginia
Tech in Blacksburg, Virginia.
Originally Ms. Nugent’s main interest was science. Her
passion for English didn’t develop until her college years.
“In college, I had some thought-provoking, rebellious English
professors who opened me to a world of critical thinking about
language, reality, nature, and humanity,” Ms. Nugent stated.
Ms. Nugent has an “all-consuming passion” for
snowboarding. She is working on her Level 2 AASI certification as
well as her Level 1 Freestyle Specialist certification. When summer
comes along Ms. Nugent switches her sport of choice to mountain
biking.
After retirement Ms. Nugent, always a teacher at heart, would
like to become a full-time snowboard instructor.
According to Nugent, she teaches because high school
students give her “energy and enthusiasm.”

MS . N U G E N T
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MUSIC
From Camp Rock to
Confident
Hannah Russo
Staff writer

Alexis Falvo, a
long time fan of
Demi, to see how
Demi has inspired
her.
“Her back story
is inspirational,
people around us
can relate, and her
music motivates
Picture from https://www.google.com/search?
people to get through
tough times,” Alexis stated.
Tori Risucci, another fan of the singer described how she
has empowered her.
“She’s inspirational because she built her career from the
ground up and she is not afraid to put her feelings in the
spotlight,”Tori exclaimed.
Demi expresses herself through her music such as her
album Confident, and never ceases to amaze her fans with her
amazing vocals. Demi Lovato has come from suffering many
mental illnesses to being able to sing songs that inspire others to
keep moving forward with their head held high.

Demi Lovato, a small town girl who loved the spotlight, who
started off tiny and has now grown to be taller than a
“skyscraper”. Music sensation Demetria “Demi” Lovato, the one
who has shown us all how to be
“confident” is yet again sharing her
musical talent with the world with
her new album Tell Me You Love Me.
Demi Lovato, started off her
musical career debuting in her role
on Barney and Friends at the young
age of seven years old. Throughout
her life Demi has had a very tough
past struggling with mental health
issues. Demi had suffered from
bulimia, an eating disorder in which
she revealed damaged her vocal
Picture from https://www.google.com/search?
chords, also depression, self harm,
and what she later discovered to be bipolar disorder. From the
age of seven, Demi said she had feelings of suicide and kept it a
secret from her friends, family, and even the camera with a little
bit of makeup. When Demi’s scars were visible after attending a
party, her family and friends found out about her past and
declared she needed professional help, to which Demi then went
to Timberline Knolls, a mental hospital and received the right
support she needed.
Although Demi was left out of the spotlight for a period of
time while she was getting help, she was never forgotten because
of her unforgettable songs. When Demi was discharged from
Timberline Knolls, she released Skyscraper, a song that told the
world of her past struggles and how she overcame them.
Throughout the past few years, Demi has been open about her
mental illness and now supports Mental Health organizations.
Demi was the girl who showed all of us how to be comfortable in
our own skin, and has inspired many fans.

“Its gonna be okay, no matter
how hard your rock bottom is, you
can rise above it, and come back”
-Demi Lovato

Picture from https://www.google.com/search?
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Classic Kickback
An Entrance to the Doors

Photo from Wikipedia

A review of a unique American band
Antonio Ricco
Staff Writer
This week we will be covering The Doors. The Doors were
an American band formed in 1965 and then disbanded in 1973.
The group was originally made up of frontman and singer Jim
Morrison, aka the Lizard King, keyboardist Ray Manzarek,
guitarist Robby Krieger, and drummer John Densmore. The
band took a major loss in 1971 when Jim Morrison died at the
age of 27 due to a drug overdose. The band was inducted into
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1993.
When The Doors released their first album The Doors, it
portrayed the truth. Lead singer Jim Morrison knew what kind
of world he was living in. So he created an album unlike many
other pop artists. Morrison knew that “these were dangerous
times” as stated by Rolling Stone. The album had a certain edge
and grit to it.

“The Doors had fashioned
an album that looked at
prospects of hedonism and
violence, of revolt and
chaos, and embraced those
prospects unflinchingly.” Rolling Stone

Photo from Billboard
Photo from Billboard
The youth of America quickly grasped onto the album and
the band. The youth at this time were being sent to fight in
Vietnam and believed they were fighting because of fears held
by the older generations. The music often portrayed the belief
that the older generations had betrayed the younger generation.

“wilderness of pain

And all the children are insane
All the children are insane” - The End
In their next albums The Doors lost their aggressive edge
and formed more of a blues sound. Morrison’s voice changed to
have more of a smoother, and lustful sound. This can be heard
in Strange Days, Morisson Hotel, and L.A. Woman.
The music and the band members changed as the group
moved forward. Morrison progressively got deeper into alcohol
and drug abuse which would eventually lead to his demise. His
actions became much more brash, but this only established him
as being a greater rock icon. But it is believed that the drug and
alcohol abuse made Morisson lose his mind.
continued on next page
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Classic
C L A SKickback
S I C KI C KB A C K
The Doors, continued from previous page

Suggested albums for this month
Jazz- Time Out by the Dave Brubeck Quartet
The music has a basis of male vocals, and keyboard. One of
the unique qualities of the band is the heavy used of keyboard.
Some have compared the keyboard to circus music. But many
listeners love the iconic sound. The band has a diverse sound from
dark blues to trance-like mysticism. I would suggest The Doors to
anyone. They are an amazing, unique band with excellent songs.
Rock- Animals by Pink Floyd
Suggested tracks for this band are: The End, Back Door
Man, The Crystal Ship, Touch Me, Riders on the Storm,
Twentieth Century Fox, Alabama Song, Break on Through,
Love me Two Times and L.A. Woman.

Country/ Folk- At Folsom Prison by Johnny Cash

Rap- 36 Chambers by Wu-Tang Clan

Album cover taken from Eil

Alternative/Metal- Dirt by Alice in Chains

Albums by the Doors
The Doors (1967)
Strange Days (1967)
Waiting for the Sun (1968)
The Soft Parade (1969)
Morrison Hotel (1970)
L.A. Woman (1971)
Other Voices (1971)
Full Circle (1972)
An American Prayer (1978)
(Wikipedia)

Simply Strange- The Mollusk by Ween

Photos from Wikipedia
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Unrecognized Classics
Hitchhiker
Unreleased Gem by Neil Young
Heath Miller
Neil Young is one of the most influential and idiosyncratic singers and
writers of our generation, he has made such classics as “Old Man”, “Harvest
Moon”, and “Rockin’ in Free World.” He has made many more classics in the
late 1900’s that helped build his reputation as a popular icon as the songwriter
and singer he’s known as today.
His career took off in the late 60s and early 70s, that’s where he produced
a wide variety of his popular songs, such as “Old Man” in 1972, “Tell Me
Why” in 1970, and “Don’t Be Denied” in 1973. But one of his pieces was
originally recorded in 1976 but was unreleased until September 8th 2017. This
song goes by “Hitchhiker” and it goes under genre Pop/Rock, Alternative/
Indie Rock.
Hitchhiker (2017) Neil Young
“Hitchkiker” seems to stand out as an instant classic with the clever use of its
lyrics and the playing of the electric guitar to keep the apply the background
music as he tells the story of the so called Hitchhiker of his travels around the country and all its unique characteristics such as California
with “the neon lights and the endless nights.” Young uses many literary techniques such as repetition and imagery to convey the story of the
Hitchhiker, whether he is traveling out to Toronto, Canada or California in the United States. Later he explains the his negative experiences
on the road including paranoia and drugs. This song truly goes through the lonely, sad, nomadic, life of the Hitchhiker and all of his bitter
times and days. It shows the lonely road of a hitchhiker’s torturous life of continuously wandering aimlessly.
This song is a very great work of art as it displays a story in such a brilliant and beautiful way using many different ways through its
literature of lyrics as he does in his songs in the past. He may be a somewhat older artist, but he still deserves recognition for what he has
done for music as we know it today. This album is praised by many critics and seen
as one of his most outstanding songs which is why I recommend this album to
anyone into songs that tell a story through its mood, setting, and lyrics and
peoplewho enjoy folk songs as well.

“When I was a hitchhiker on the road
I had to count on you
But you needed me to ease the load
And for conversation too
Or did you just drive on through.”
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MOVIES
H EA TH MUS IC
It Will Make You Jump
Out of Your Seat!
Brittany Williams
Staff Writer
The adrenaline rush of watching a scary movie in the
theaters is what draws most people in to watch. Stephen
King’s novel IT is a classic in the eyes of many. The book was
made into a miniseries that became world renowned in the
1990s. The remake of the movie in 2017 has been very
anticipated by several demographics such as horror film
fanatics as well as those who don’t usually enjoy scary movies.
For many who haven’t heard of the novel and don’t know
the basic plot, IT is a story that follows a group of young boys,
also known as the Loser’s Club, that have all had some sort of
spooky encounter after Bill Denbrough’s brother, as well as many
other kids from their town, went missing. Throughout the movie
they go on a journey to try to defeat the shapeshifting clown
called IT who resurfaces every 27 years to terrorize the town of
Derry, Maine. They learn that this odd creature plays off of their
biggest fears and uses that to torment the children. Although the
comedic relief minimized the intensity in some scenes, the movie
overall was extremely powerful. I spoke to a couple of students
and they gave their opinions on the movie.
Ashley Pope, a junior from New Hartford, said that she
really liked the fact that this movie dove more into the plot
instead of having “cheap scares” like lots of horror movies do.
Ashley also said that she gets easily
scared but ended up really
enjoying the movie.
Rebekah Stolo, another
junior from New Hartford, said

Photo by https://i.ytimg.com

that she enjoyed the fact that every aspect of the movie was well
thought out.
Factors such as jump scares and comedic relief are reasons
that many people wanted to see the movie. Ashley’s reason for
going was because she read the original novel written by Stephen
King and enjoyed that. Rebekah heard all of the excitement for
IT and really wanted to see it. She also heard that Stephen King
liked the movie so she decided to go see it. Many people were
excited to see what King would say about the new movie and
how it was directed. The movie has been at the top of the box
office since its release on September 8, 2017 making a total of
$60 million so far.
In an interview with Express, King said, “I had hopes, but I
was not prepared for how good it really was. It’s something that’s
different, and at the same time it’s something that audiences are
gonna relate to.”
Now that he gave his nod of
approval, many more hardcore
fans of the novel will see it

Photo by http://assets1.ignimgs.com
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MOVIES
The Emoji Movie:
Is it THAT bad?
Heath Miller
Once The Emoji Movie was announced at CinemaCon in 2016, it caused an uproar
from the society and the media as it was seen as a joke to the people for it appearing to be
such a bad concept for a movie, but when it comes to judging a book by its cover, is it
always true? As it may seem a majority of the public despises this work, there is still a small
portion that seems to enjoy the movie for its views and values.
As people who have not seen the movie believe it is a horrible film. It may or may not
differ from the people who have viewed the movie. Some even say it has hidden messages to
express to the public through the emoji’s.
Dan Tauroney, a junior, explains how the movie actually holds a deeper meaning
through the phone and its emojis. He says that the movie promotes a feminist message,
showing women can be stronger than men and “women can achieve anything.” He
supports this statement by showing us one of the characters, named Jailbreak. Jailbreak is a
female protagonist that joins Gene on his adventure to save himself from being deleted.
Jailbreak shows she is her own independent women throughout the movie. As she is one of
the emojis who saves Gene and gets him through to help save him.
Dan has claimed to have seen this movie two times and also claims to say the movie
“evokes much emotion.”
The Emoji Movie (2017) - IMDb
While people like Dan enjoy the movie for what it is, others have criticized the movie-even those who have not seen the movie. “It’s a piece of trash that was just made because nobody has any better ideas,”says junior Matthew
Cioni who sees this movie as the absolute worst creation to be in a movie theater.
Certain people seem to follow the lead of having to lash on the movie because of the majority’s opinion on the Emoji Movie. But some
choose to go the second path and see the movie for themselves and hate or enjoy it. Because everyone has separate opinions of this movie which
may leave some to enjoy it while others not as much.
One of the main arguments of criticism that the movie was only used to display a giant ad to the public as seen
with the use of Twitter, Candy Crush, and the Just Dance app as they and other apps each make certain
appearances throughout the movie.
“It lacks humor, wit, ideas, visual style, compelling performances, a point of view or any other
distinguishing characteristic that would make it anything but a complete waste of your time, not to
mention that of the diligent animators who brought this catastrophe into being, ” Alonso Duralde
writes on the website “The Wrap.”
He does have a point, as this movie was painful to get through in theaters. The jokes were dull and just
not funny to begin with as no one seemed to laugh. The point can be made that “it’s a kids movie” but
no kids seem to enjoy the movie itself as it was just a waste of time to begin with as said and a waste of
money. It’s not worth to even watch for free as the time could be used for literally anything else as nothing is
less important then watching the Emoji Movie. While some people like to see bad movies on purpose just to
Depiction of me after
laugh at its mediocrity, this movie is not even worth the trouble, as it’s bad to the point you feel shame sitting
reviewing this movie
in the theater of the Emoji Movie.
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FEATURE
The 90’s Called: They Said
They Want Mom Jeans Back
Anna Papandrea
Staff Writer
It’s 2017 and no one is wearing
mom jeans like they used to. Everyone
wore these jeans during the 90’s, if you
go back and watch 90’s TV shows such
as Seinfeld, or Friends you will definitely
see a pair of mom jeans. During the
90’s they were not called mom jeans,
they were just jeans. They have recently
made their way back into the fashion
world.

Mom jeans from Urban Outfitters
Pic from: urbanoutfitter.com

If you walk down
the streets of any city
you'll most definitely see
a pair of these vintage
jeans.Mom jeans aren't
like skinny jeans, or
jeggings, they are more
like a boyfriend cut.
They tend to be big and
baggy. Most mom jeans
are made with 100%
cotton, in a light wash
color. Now mom jeans
come in different colors
and styles. They could
be ripped, high waisted
or low cut. Many girls
have worn big fishnet
stockings under the jeans, and the
stockings show through the big rips.
Ever since mom jeans made their
way back people started to wonder if
this 90’s trend is cute and a new
fashionable way to wear jeans.
“I think it’s nice, I have a pair so I
like it,” sophomore Olivia Parker
responded.
Many girls wear mom jeans
because they are comfortable. They
might look like a cheap pair of jeans
but actually they aren't. Most mom
jean prices run from $50-$60. But they
are easy to find--American Eagle,
Pacsun, & Urban Outfitters and many
more stores sell them.
Parker says she owns a pair, “Yeah
they’re from H&M. I wear them
sometimes.”

Friends cast wearing mom jeans
picture from: tvposter.com

Mom jeans may be in style now but
will this trend come back, once again?
Parker believes that it will.“ They’ll
come back I think,” she says.
Need styling tips on how to wear
these revamped jeans,
whowhatwear.com says “keeping your
shirt simple and tucked in.” You can
even wear long jackets or big sweaters.
tank tops and blouses. You can pair

anything with nice pair of comfy
mom jeans.
What do you think? Will these stay?
Will they come back in style after they
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TH RO UG H TH E LENS
Through The Lens

Ithaca, New York

Ithaca is a beautiful city located in central
New York. It is home to many spotlights of
natural beauty, such as these waterfalls
pictured above. Taughannock Falls
(pictured above) is one of the grandest.
The walk is relatively short and the view is
spectacular. Lucifer Falls is another
highlight (pictured right and middle right).
The hiking trails leading up to the falls
truly showcase the region’s picturesque
landscapes and gorges. Ithaca’s sights are
beautiful in any season, although
particularly in fall, proving that its slogan
of ‘Ithaca is gorges’ really is true.
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Collage Crazy
Jesse Doan
practices
drumming during a
bus ride.

The NHMB enjoyed
watching Aladdin.
The NHMB
practiced at several
locations.

The

Some Saxophone

Seniors

and trombone

had a blast

players enjoy

bowling!

dinner at a
Hibachi
Restaurant.

The NHMB had two
rehearsals before the
The NHMB placed

NYC show.

first! The Crowd
loved their show
“The Charge.”

The 2017 NHMB
!

NYC Trip!

Keelin Paquette: Photos and Collage
Pc: Mrs. Wilder, Mrs. Norton,
Ms. Clarey, Ms. Fountain
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